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Introduction

The official Hungarian name of the 1848 Jewish Census is “Az 1848-as zsidóösszeírás,” or
“Conscriptio Judaeorum, 1848” in Latin, the latter of which is used for its catalog entry in the

FamilySearch catalog.

FAMILYSEARCH CATALOG LISTING:
https://www.familysearch.org/search/catalog/352982?availability=Family%20History%20Library

1848 was a year of turmoil in the Kingdom of Hungary. The Reform Age, which started during the
1830’s and brought fast modernization and national institutes to Hungary, reached its peak in 1848. A
wave of revolutions also swept through Europe during early spring, inspiring the Hungarian
intellectuals of Pest to stand up for their independence. The Hungarian revolution succeeded on its
first day, on March 15, and the first Hungarian government was set up a week later. The revolutionary
atmosphere also brought ethnic and religious tensions to the kingdom. The Jewish communities had
to face discrimination and various atrocities, and on May 13, the new Hungarian Interior Minister,
Szemere Bertalan ordered the conscription of Jewish people in order to maintain peace and to create
equal rights for everyone.

Local authorities were ordered to carry out all the work in two months, and to send the finished
conscriptions to Pest. According to a contemporary report, 22 counties and districts and 25 cities had
done as asked. Two cities – Körmöcbánya and Nagybánya reported that there were no Jewish people
living inside their borders. Unfortunately, many pages had been lost since and thus the collection is
not complete today.

An official template for the printed forms was also included in the Interior Minister’s order on May
13, however, about half of the conscription was done using handwritten forms. Although they are the
same content-wise, we have included a sample for a handwritten form too.1

1 This introduction includes information drawn straight from the following article:
Németh, György. "1848-as zsidóösszeírások a Magyar Nemzeti Levéltár Országos Levéltárában." Magyar
Nemzeti Levéltár. June 2, 2016. Accessed August 22, 2017.
http://mnl.gov.hu/mnl/ol/hirek/1848_as_zsidoosszeirasok_a_magyar_nemzeti_leveltar_orszagos_leveltaraban



Izraeliták’ Névsora
_________ Megye Község’ neve

Sor-
szám

Neve
(a család tagjai

sorban
megnevezendők.)

Élet-
kora

Születés helye
Ha

külföldi
van-e

letelepe-
dési

engedélye.

Ha nincs letelepedési
engedélye, mióta lakik Kereset-

módja

Maga-
vise-
lete

Észrevételek

Ország Község Magyar-
Országban

a
községben



List of Israelites
_________ County Town’s name

Nr.

Name
(family members

to be listed in
order)

Age
Birthplace

If from
abroad,

does
he/she
have a
settling
permit?

If not, for how long
has he/she lived
without permit Trade Personal

conduct Observations

Country Town in
Hungary

in the
town



Izraeliták Névsora

_____________ Vármegyei _____________ Járásban

Sor
szám

Neve
/: a család tagjai sorban

megnevezendők

Élet
kora

Születés helye Ha külföldi, van-
e letelepedési

engedélye?

Ha nincs letelepedési engedélye,
miolta lakik? Kereseti

módja
Maga

viselete Észrevételek

Ország Község Magyar-
országon A közsében



List of Israelites

in _____________ County’s _____________ District

Nr.
Name

(family members to be listed
in order)

Age
Birthplace

If from abroad,
does he/she

have a settling
permit?

If not, for how long has he/she
lived Trade Personal

conduct Observations

Country Town in Hungary in the town


